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Numerical study of dynamics of mass-emitting particles in
multi-phase flow

Zeinab Moradi Nour
Linné Flow Centre, KTH Mechanics,
SE–100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

Abstract

Suspended particles can be found in wide range of industrial applications such
as food industry, mining industry and energy conversion processes. Depending
on flow cases which particles are involved, different dynamics and motions are
expected from suspended particles. In addition, it is well-known that existence
of particles alters the configuration of surrounding flow.

Fuel particles are expected to be found to gasify or evaporate in energy
conversion processes . Burning (or combustion) of a fuel particle results in
the production of a thin film of gas on the surface of the particle. The flow
around the particle and existence of the thin film due to the combustion, might
be the source of changes in particle-particle interaction, particle interaction
with the surrounding fluid and walls. In order to investigate these phenomena,
we apply a radial outflow boundary condition on the surface of particles to
resemble gasification/evaporation of solid particles or droplet fuels.

To study the effect of outflow from the surface of particles, we consider two
generic cases; particles in shear flow and sedimentation of particles. These cases
have been studied thoroughly in literature in which both behavior of the particle
and pattern of the surrounding flow has been investigated. This provides us
an opportunity to analyze our results against these well studied cases. In
agreement with previous studies, it is observed that the radial outflow results to
a decrease in drag and lift forces and an increase in pressure on the surface of the
particle. Thence, a growth in maximum velocity of settling spherical particle
and a decay in angular velocity of rotating particle by increasing outflow rate
can be observed. Furthermore, a general hindering effect in particles interaction
is detected. Considering the configuration of the background flow, different
flow streamlines lead to different particle trajectories in a simple shear flow, in
existence of outflow from the surface of particles.

In the last part of the thesis we consider 3D simulations of three-phase flow
(gas-liquid-particle) in which particle and bubble are moving under external
forces and interacting with each other. In this case, we apply a non-wetting
boundary condition on the surface of solid particle. A compound consist of a
particle entrapped inside a bubble, preforms different behaviors depending on
the competition between gravitational and surface tension induced forces.

Regarding the numerical method, we apply a lattice Boltzmann method
(LBM) together with momentum exchange approach in order to couple particle
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and fluid. However, to capture phase interfaces in simulation of three-phase
flows, a pseudo-potential method is considered .

Descriptors: particles with outflow, lattice Boltzmann method, particle in-
teraction, liquid-gas-solid systems, sedimentation, shear flow.
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Numerisk studie av dynamik hos massemitterande partik-
lar i flerfasflöden
Zeinab Moradi Nour
Linné Flow Centre, KTH Mechanics
SE–100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

Sammanfattning

Partiklar som strömmar i vätskor och gaser förekommer i m̊anga indus-
triella tillämpningar, n̊agra exempel är livsmedels-, energi- och gruvindustrin.
Partiklarnas rörelse och dynamik beror p̊a den omgivande strömningen och det
finns även en återkoppling, där partiklarna kan p̊averka strömningen.

I energitillämpningar förekommer ofta partiklar som förgasas i gasflöde.
Partiklarna har d̊a en tunn gasfilm med ursprung fr̊an partikeln p̊a sin yta.
Detta kan p̊averka partikelns interaktion med den omgivande strömningen, an-
dra partiklar och väggar. I denna avhandling studeras numeriskt partiklar med
radiellt utflöde p̊a sin yta för att efterlikna partiklar som förgasas/avdunstar.

De tv̊a generiska strömningsfallen partiklar i skjuvflöde och sedimentering
studeras. Dessa strömningsfall har varit förem̊al för omfattande studier av
b̊ade partiklarnas beteende och deras effekt p̊a den omgivande strömningen.
Vi kan därför analysera v̊ara observationer i ljuset av denna kunskap. Precis
som tidigare resultat ser vi att det radiella utflödet ger upphov till minskade
motst̊ands- och lyftkrafter p̊a partiklarna samtidigt som trycket p̊a partikelns
yta ökar. Utflödet hämmar minskar ocks̊a tiden partiklar är i nära kontakt
med varandra. I skjuvflöde p̊averkas partikelbanorna för partiklar som möts
eller passerar varandra kraftigt.

Om partiklar förgasas i en vätska uppst̊ar ett trefasflöde med gas, solid och
vätska och detta är det sista fallet som studeras i avhandlingen. Ett superhy-
drofobt villkor sattes p̊a partikelytan för att simulera partiklar i gasbubblor.

Samtliga undersökningar gjordes med lattice Boltzmann metoden, i det
sista fallet tillsammans med en pseudo-spectral metod för att modellera gränsytan
mellan gas och vätska.

Nyckelord: partiklar med utflöde, lattice Boltzmann-metoden, partikelinter-
ation, system med vätska, gas och fasta kroppar, sedimentering, skjuvflöde.
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Preface

In this doctoral thesis, the result of numerical study of simulation of particles in
single phase and multiphase flows is presented. Under the influence of outflow
from the surface, particles behavior together with flow pattern is investigated.
Part I provides an introduction and overview of the work together with sum-
mary of the result. Part II consists of 4 papers, which are provided the details
behind the studies and are adjusted to fit the format of the thesis. The papers
are in Part II are listed as follows:

Paper 1.
Moradi Nour, Z., Do-Quang, M. & Amberg, G., 2017 Kinematic and dynamic
of suspended gasifying particle, Acta Mech. 228, 1135-1151

Paper 2.
Moradi Nour, Z., Do-Quang, M., Lundell, F., & Amberg, G., 2017 Interaction
of sedimenting mass-ejecting particles, To be submitted

Paper 3.
Moradi Nour, Z., Lundell, F., Do-Quang, M., & Amberg, G., 2017 Interaction
of mass-ejecting particles in simple Shear flow, To be submitted

Paper 4.
Moradi Nour, Z., Do-Quang, M., Lundell, F., & Amberg, G., 2017 Study of
particle dynamics in three phase flow, Under preparation for submission
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Once we accept our limits, we go beyond them.

– B. Behan
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Part I

Overview & summary





CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Many natural phenomena and industrial processes are associated with inter-
action and transition between phases. By phases we mean, the species that
their separation is above molecular level and they can be recognized by their
interfaces. Classifying the state of the phases into solid, liquid and gas, we
limit our scope to those instances in which solid particles, droplets or bubbles
are involved e.g. debris flows, slurry flows, cavitating flows and aerosols. These
are examples of multi-phase flows which consist of more than one phases. With
respect to their topologies, multi-phase flows can be categorized into disperse
flows and separated flows (Brennen 2005). In a disperse flow particles, drops
and bubbles are distributed in a continuous phase, while in separated flow an
interface distinguishes two continuous streams of flows. Following, examples of
interaction and transition between phases are briefly presented.

1.1. Interaction between phases

Physical interaction between phases is acknowledged in many industrial ap-
plications inspired by nature e.g. the role of gas layer (bag layer) found on
superhydrophobic surfaces of animal’s body. These animals benefit from air
cavities produced by feathers or skin roughness in order to reduce skin friction.
Figure 1.1 (a)1 illustrates air layer between penguin feathers and surrounding
water. Reduction in skin friction resulted by air layer helps the animal to
manoeuvre faster under the water. Stimulated by this phenomenon, various
researches have been conducted on applying supercavitation on objects which
travel through the water in favor of drag reduction. Figure 1.1 (b)2 schemat-
ically shows a comparison between flow around a regular submarine and the
one that benefits form supercavitation. Here, the gas/vapor layer can be arti-
ficially generated or resulted by local pressure drop around the surface due to
geometry changes or acceleration.

To achieve better understanding of plastron that is retained on body of the
aquatic insects and animals, the water-replant surfaces has been considered in
literature in different flow cases. In an experimental study by McHale et al.
(2009), a reduction on drag and correspondingly increase in terminal velocity

1Courtesy of:ngm.nationalgeographic.com
2Courtesy of:www.insvivia.com
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4 1. INTRODUCTION

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1: a) Air layer between penguin body and surrounding water. b)
Schematic figures of submarines explain the effect of supercavitation of sur-
rounding flow.

induced by plastron has been observed for a settling super-hydrophobic sphere.
A silvery sheen on the surface of the superhydrophobic coated sphere found
to be retained during the settling of the particle at Reynolds number of the
order of 104. The thin layer of the air alters the no-slip solid-liquid boundary
with a slip boundary of gas-liquid which results drag reduction. Later, McHale
et al. (2011) have investigated the effect of the air layer thickness on drag and
terminal velocity of the particle in Stokes regime through an analytical study.
It has been mentioned that, increasing the gas layer thickness concludes that
buoyancy force dominates the drag reduction effect and the compound (particle
with thick layer of the gas) rather rises instead of falling.
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Figure 1.2: Water droplets condensing on ocean salt particles.

1.2. Transition between phases

A phase transition phenomena changes uniform physical properties of state
of the matters due to the change in thermodynamic characteristics of a sys-
tem. Example of phase changes can be find in the impact of aerosols on cloud
formation as condensation (see figure 1.23), or in combustors or gasifiers as
evaporation or gasification of particle fuels. Existence of fuel particles in in-
dustrial processes is associated with evaporation or gasification. In particular,
examples of solid fuel combustion or gasification can be found in pulverized-coal
furnaces, entrained coal gasifiers, fluidized beds or biomass gasifiers (Smoot &
Pratt 1979; de Lemos 2014; de Souza-Santos 2004). The processes in these
systems receive influence from particle chemical characteristics, physical inter-
action between particles and interaction between the ambient flow (mostly in
the turbulent regime) and dispersing particles. Moreover, fuel particle pyrolysis
(thermal decomposition of fuel particle) introduces a thin layer of gas film over
particle surface. The gas released from chemical interaction moves radially into
ambiance and mixes with oxygen (Annamalai & Ryan 1993).

Another example of solid particle gasification can be found in exploitation
of Methane Hydrate (MH) process. MH is a compound of methane molecules
encaged within solid water lattices (ice) and can be found in solid phase under
the sea-bed or permafrost at low temperature and high pressure conditions
(figure 1.3(a)). The solid phase stability can be violated due to changes of
temperature, pressure, and chemical potential in phases (Rehder et al. 2004).
The phase diagram of sea-bed sediment demonstrated in figure 1.3(b) shows
the stability region for MH. The vast amount of resources of MH, makes it a
potential future fuel resource since gas produces less carbon dioxide compared

3Courtesy of:svs.gsfc.nasa.gov
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3: a) Structure of gas hydrate compound shows the gas molecules
are trapped within water molecules in ice form. b) Phase diagram of see-bed
sediments (Maslin et al. 2010).

to oil or coal (Sloan 2003). However, this requires having a procedure with
reasonable cost to exploit and extract gas from hydrate (Moridis et al. 2004;
Lee & Holder 2001).

The gas-lift pump method recently considered as a potential platform for
exploitation of MH from the sea-bed (Hironaka et al. 2011). In this method,
as it is shown by figure 1.4, gas is injected into the upriser from a certain
distance from the bottom to provide an uprising flow. The two-phase liquid
solid mixture below the injector turns to three phase (gas bubble, liquid and
solid particles) while rising upward due to drag and buoyancy force of gas.

Conveying a wide range of mass flow rates of solid particles is known as
the aim of designing an efficient airlift pump. Therefore, increasing bubbles
size in this process changes the flow regime from bubbly flow to annular flow
which is not favorable regarding the efficiency of the system. Furthermore, the
fraction of solid phase together with particle diameter and density are known
as important factors in the process (Margaris & Papanikas 1997). Moreover,
interaction between phases, specifically the interaction between the solid phase
and the gas phase shows the effect on their behavior from a mechanical point of
view. In an experimental study on performance characteristics of a gas-liquid-
solid airlift pump by Fujimoto and colleagues (2005) it has been observed that,
due to geometry change, particles often get trapped in air bubbles. In this
system, the dominant external forces acting on particles can be recognized as
drag force and gravity force which are in opposite directions. The authors
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of an airlift system. The broken hydrate particles de-
compose and gas bubbles rise through the pipe.

discussed that, when a particle is trapped inside a bubble, due to a smaller
drag force exerted on particle in gas medium compared to liquid, the effect of
gravitational force is greater. This concludes a decrease in rising velocity of
the particle and therefore, variation in the particle velocity as a function of its
surrounding phase during the entire process.

1.3. Present work

To conclude, following the above discussion, optimizing these processes to de-
crease the cost and environmental impacts requires profound insights about
interaction between the involved phases. For that purpose, in the present work
numerical simulations are conducted employing the Lattice Boltzmann method
in both single phase and multiphase approaches. However, we mainly focus on
the behavior of particles as common element between all the mentioned exam-
ples. The particles are of finite size and have an effect on the surrounding flow
and are also affected from it. In our simulations, particles interact with each
other, with walls, and the gas-liquid interface in the case of particles in gas-
liquid flow. Furthermore, to imitate gasification, we employ a radial outflow
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boundary condition on the surface of the solid particles. Therefore, a crucial
requirement is to find a suitable approach for simulation of solid particle. For
this purpose, we combined the radial outflow boundary condition with different
methods and studied the accuracy regarding mass conservation. Applying this
method, we carried out simulations to study the effect of gasification on fluid-
and particle-particle interaction. Note that the aim of the present work has
been to investigate potential influence of outflux from the particles. For the
sake of simplicity, the mass reduction of the particles is not accounted for. At
last, we have investigated particle interaction with gas-liquid phases to under-
stand the effect of gas layer (assumed a particle located inside a bubble) on
motion of a solid particle under the effect of external forces. In the following
chapter, we review numerical methods applied for both single phase and mul-
tiphase simulations. Chapter 3 is devoted to a discussion regarding flow cases
that are considered in this thesis. Finally, we summarize the main results in
chapter 4 and wrap up with conclusions and remarks in chapter 5.



CHAPTER 2

Numerics

The Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM), as a meso-scale method, is an alterna-
tive technique for simulation of applications in which the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions become impractical and Molecular Dynamic method becomes difficult to
apply. In cases that include interfacial dynamics, moving boundaries, complex
geometries (e.g. curved boundaries), the Lattice Boltzmann method is applied
extensively due to its kinetic nature (Chen & Doolen 1998; Aidun & Clausen
2010; Son et al. 2015). Examples are simulation of turbulent fluid (Eggels 1996),
flow in porous media (Gunstensen et al. 1991), and blood flow (Krafczyk et al.
1998). Furthermore, the LBM is a fully parallelizable algorithm thanks to the
local nature of the operations. Therefore we consider LBM for simulation of
dispersed particles in single phase and multiphase flows.

2.1. Lattice Boltzmann method

In the LBM method, the domain is discretized into a set of lattices. The so-
called (pseudo-)particles are defined to be either in an equilibrium state or
move through these lattices. Depending on the dimension of the domain and
the number of existing probable directions for particles to move, one can use
different methods of discretization. In this thesis, we considered a D3Q19 in
which D3 stands for the dimension and Q19 shows the number of particle prob-
ability distribution functions for each lattice. Particle probability distribution
functions denoted by fi(x, t) specify the occurrence of moving each particle in
the ith lattice direction with the velocity ci at position x and time t. The
discrete velocities, ci, are defined as,

ci =

 0, i = 0,
c(±1, 0, 0), c(0,±1, 0), c(0, 0,±1), i = (1, · · · , 6) ,
c(±1,±1, 0), c(±1, 0,±1), c(0,±1,±1), i = (7, · · · , 18) .

Time evolution of fi(x, t) in single relaxation time approach, based on BGK
(Bhatnagar et al. 1954) approximation, is done through collision and streaming
sub-steps,

f
′

i (x, t) = fi(x, t)−
1

τ

[
fi(x, t)− f (eq)

i (x, t)
]
, (2.1)

fi(x + ci∆t, t+ ∆t) = f
′

i (x, t), (2.2)

9



10 2. NUMERIC

in which τ and ∆t denote the dimensionless relaxation time and computa-
tion time step, respectively. Furthermore, f

′

i (x, t) is called the post-collision

distribution function and f
(eq)
i (x, t) is the equilibrium distribution function

introduced by (Aidun & Clausen 2010),

feqi = wiρ
[
1 + 3

ci · u
c2

+
9

2

(ci · u)2

c4
− 3

2

u2

c2

]
, (2.3)

where the weight functions are w0 = 1/3, w1−6 = 1/18 and w7−18 = 1/36 for
the D3Q19 method. The macroscopic density ρ and velocity u of the fluid are
defined as,

ρ =
∑
i

fi, u =
1

ρ

∑
i

fici. (2.4)

In these definitions, c (lattice unit over unit time step, [lu]/[ts]) denotes the ba-
sic velocity of the lattice and based on that, the speed of sound can be defined as
cs = c/

√
3. To recover the Navier-Stokes equation by using Chapman-Enskog

expansion, definitions of kinematic viscosity ν and pressure P are required.
Based on the BGK model, the pressure is defined as,

P = c2sρ, (2.5)

and the kinematic viscosity is related to the relaxation time τ via,

ν =

(
τ − 1

2

)
c2s∆t. (2.6)

2.2. Numerical simulation of suspended particles in flow

Applying numerical methods, solid particles are simulated in different flow cases
by many researchers. The motion of solid particles in Couette and Poiseuille
flows and sedimentation studied by Feng et al. (1994b; 1994a) using Finite
Element method. A modified method based on original form of Immersed
Boundary method (Peskin 1977) was proposed by Breugem (2012) and em-
ployed successfully for different applications such as sedimentation of spherical
and non-spherical particles in laminar and turbulent flows (Fornari et al. 2016;
Ardekani et al. 2016). In a work by Glowinski et al. (1999; 2001) a fictitious
domain approach based on Lagrange-multiplier is proposed and used for sim-
ulation of particulate flows. By modifying PHYSALIS, Zhang and Prosperetti
(2003), performed simulations of moving cylindrical particles. Using LBM, set-
tling of single particle under gravity was simulated by Ten Cate et al. (2002)
and the result compared with outcome from particle imaging velocimetry ex-
periments. Following, we discuss prerequisites for simulation of solid particles.

2.2.1. The equations of motion

In a system with particles bigger than the lattice size, non-zero mass and finite
particle Reynolds number, different factors such as particle-particle interac-
tions, particle-wall interactions and body forces come into account. In contrast
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Figure 2.1: The schematic presentation of conversion between space-
fixed(right) and body-fixed(left) frame within a time step.

to point particles, a two-way coupling approach should be considered for inter-
action between particle (discrete phase), and fluid (continuum phase) to satisfy
Newton’s third law (van der Hoef et al. 2006). Simulation of this system can
be done in a Lagrangian-Eulerian approach in which the flow field evolves by
Eulerian approach and particles are updated by Lagrangian approach (Deen
et al. 2007).

The solid particle motion can be specified by translation of center of the
mass, xc, and the rotation around principal axes. The time evolution of trans-
lational velocity, U, is obtained by solving Newton’s equation,

F(t) = m
dU(t)

dt
, (2.7)

in which m denotes the mass of the particle and F is the force exerted on
it. This force would be the summation of all the forces acting on particle e.g.
hydrodynamic force, body force and collision force (in case of particle-particle
collision). The orientation of the particle however is updated by solving Euler
equation,

T(t) = I · dΩ(t)

dt
+ Ω(t)× I · Ω(t), (2.8)

where T and Ω stand for torque and angular velocity, respectively. We de-
noted the inertial tensor by I. In the particle framework, I is diagonal and its
diagonal elements, which represent principal moments of inertia, are constant.
Solving the Euler equation in the particle framework arises a requirement for
the so-called rotational matrix to transfer tensors and vectors to lab framework
(see figure 2.1). A suitable approach is to define the rotational matrix based
on quaternion parameters, instead of the Euler angles φ, θ, and ψ (Allen et al.
1989). Euler angles are illustrated in figure 2.2 and applied to define the orien-
tation of particle with respect to body-fixed framework (particle framework).
A parametrized quaternion is a set of four scalar quantities, q = (q0, q1, q2, q3)
with the following constraint which ensures the orthogonality of the rotation
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of Euler angles in z−x−z sequence (extrinsic rotations).

matrix,

q0 + q1 + q2 + q3 = 1, (2.9)

where qis are determined by Euler angles as,

q0 = cos
1

2
θ cos

1

2
(φ+ ψ),

q1 = sin
1

2
θ cos

1

2
(φ− ψ),

q2 = sin
1

2
θ sin

1

2
(φ− ψ),

q3 = cos
1

2
θ sin

1

2
(φ+ ψ).

(2.10)

Therefore, the rotation matrix based on quaternions is defined as,

R =

 q2
0 + q2

1 − q2
2 − q2

3 2(q1q2 − q0q3) 2(q1q3 + q0q2)
2(q1q2 + q0q3) q2

0 − q2
1 + q2

2 − q2
3 2(q2q3 − q0q1)

2(q1q3 − q0q2) 2(q2q3 + q0q1) q2
0 − q2

1 − q2
2 + q2

3

 , (2.11)

and converts the vector v between frameworks,

vb = qvsq−1 = Rvs. (2.12)

Here, the superscripts “s” and “b” denote lab (space-fixed) framework and
particle (body-fixed) framework. Using quaternions, the equations of motion
for angular velocities can be written as,


q̇0

q̇1

q̇2

q̇3

 =
1

2


q0 −q1 −q2 −q3

q1 q0 −q3 q2

q2 q3 q0 −q1

q3 −q2 q1 q0

 =


0

Ωbx
Ωby
Ωbz

 . (2.13)

To solve the system of equations, we employed predictor-corrector direct mul-
tiplication algorithm presented by Zhao et al. (2013).
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Different aspects of treating the solid boundary, a) the stair-case
which treats the boundary at midpoint node b) curved wall boundary.

2.2.2. Treatment of solid boundaries

As a requirement, a proper solution to satisfy no-slip condition on surface of the
solid particle should be considered (Prosperetti 2015). Many efforts have been
devoted to handle the solid particle boundary condition in LBM (Ladd 1994a,b;
Bouzidi et al. 2001). To handle the solid boundary condition in LBM, a bounce-
back scheme based on exchanging the momentum between solid and fluid nodes
can be applied (Ziegler 1993; Ginzbourg & Adler 1994). Since after the collision
step, there are unknown distribution functions coming from solid nodes to fluid
nodes, this scheme is required to complete the consecutive streaming step. It is
suggested that, all particles that pass the interface and enter the solid particle
(f

′

i (xf , t)), are bounced back to the fluid nodes (fī(xf , t)). We employ ī to
show the opposite direction to i. Applying this method for complex boundaries
such as curved boundaries, special treatment must be considered referring the
Cartesian model of decritization in LBM, see figure 2.3. In the model proposed
by Ladd (1994a), the suspended particle boundary is presented as a stair-case
zigzag boundary, passing through the midpoint node of the solid and fluid
lattices (figure 2.3(a)). Therefore, this approach demands more refinement to
meet the required accuracy. Different improvements have been suggested by
different authors such as applying an inter- and extrapolation of the velocity
at the boundary to determine a better approximation for the midpoint velocity
(Yin et al. 2012). Another approach to avoid geometry discontinuity of the
zigzag model is interpolation of distribution functions (Filippova & Hänel 1998;
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Yu et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2014b) at a node captured on the exact position of
the particle boundary (figure 2.3(b)). In this method the value of the bounced
back distribution function fī(xf , t) is interpolated by using the neighbouring

fluid lattice distribution function (f
′

ī
(xff , t)),

fī(xf , t) =
1

α+ 1

[
αf

′

ī (xf , t) + αf
′

i (xf , t)

+ (1− α)f
′

ī (xff , t) +
2wiρ

c2s
uw.cī

]
. (2.14)

The last term in the right hand side is the momentum that the particles return
from solid nodes to fluid nodes. In this term, ρ is the density of the fluid at
boundary and uw is the wall velocity and is defined as,

uw(xw, t) = U(t) + Ω(t)× (xw + αci∆t− xc), (2.15)

where xc is the center of mass and α is the fraction of intersected link between
the solid (xs) and fluid (xf ) nodes to the real wall (xw) and defined as,

α =
∣∣∣xf − xw
xf − xs

∣∣∣. (2.16)

where xs and xw are illustrated in figure 2.3. To simulate the gasification, an
outward mass flux was implemented on the surface of the particle. The outflow
mass flux is determined as 2wiρo

c2s
cī.uo.n where uo and ρo are the velocity and

density of the ejected mass. Moreover, n is the normal vector to the surface and
the subscript o denotes the outflow variables. The flux ejected from the surface
of the particle is carried by the bounced back particle which is returning to
the fluid field. Therefore, to model the ejecting mass flux for the bounce-back
method, equation (2.14) is modified as,

fī(xf , t) =
1

α+ 1

[
αf

′

ī (xf , t) + αf
′

i (xf , t) + (1− α)f
′

ī (xff , t)

+
2wiρ

c2s
cī.uw +

2wiρo
c2s

cī.uo.n)
]
. (2.17)

In the other words, the normal velocity at the particle surface is added to the
wall velocity. The density of the mass flux is the local density of the gasified
species.

2.2.3. Coupling from particle to fluid

The Exchange of momentum between solid nodes and fluid nodes is utilized
to calculate the hydrodynamic force and torque exerted on the solid particle
boundary (Ladd 1994a; Aidun et al. 1998). This approach is known as the
momentum exchange (ME) method in which the momentum transfer on each
boundary node is defined as

δp(xw, ci) = fī(xf , t)cī − f
′

i (xf , t)ci. (2.18)
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Therefore, the total hydrodynamic force and torque is computed by the sum-
mation of the momentum transfer on each boundary node (BN),

Fh = −
∑
BN

∑
i

δp(xw, ci), Th = −
∑
BN

(rw − xc)
∑
i

δp(xw, ci). (2.19)

Excluding the internal nodes from inside the solid particle was suggested by
Aidun et al. (1998) which is the approach that is used in this study. An aditional
requirement for correction in momentum and consequently hydrodynamic force
and torque is necessary. The reason is that, due to the particle motion, at
each time step, there are some nodes that are covered by the particle, which
induce a small impulse force on it. In the meantime, there are some nodes
which become uncovered and the force on the particle must be reduced with an
amount corresponding to the momentum of this fluid. The correction term for
hydrodynamic force and torque, proposed by Aidun et al. (1998) and denoted
as cover and uncover force and torque exerted on the particle. In a study by
Chen et al. (2013) it was shown that regardless of the method that is used to
simulate moving boundary of the non-shell model, ME requires the impulse
force to satisfy Galilean invariance. In their study, the ME method is modified
by the initial momentum of the net mass transfer ∆M and determined as
follows,

δp(xw, ci) = fī(xf , t)cī − (f
′

i (xf , t)ci + ∆M), (2.20)

and ∆M is defined as,

∆M =
(−2wiρ

c2s
uw.ci

)
uw. (2.21)

In the current study, the method introduced by Chen et al. (2013) is applied
which give a smoother result compared to the so-called cover and uncover force
and torque.

2.2.4. Collision force

When two particles come into close contact, the lubrication force becomes im-
portant due to the liquid film between two particles. In Lattice Boltzmann
method, when two approaching particles get close such that the gap width be-
comes one lattice size the normal LBM procedure can not resolve the hydrody-
namic force. Therefore, to handle close range particle-particle or particle-wall
interaction, a short-range repelling force proposed by Glowinski et al. (1999) is
applied. The force for particle-particle interaction is obtained as,

Fpp1,p2 =

{
0, dp1,p2 > Rp1 +Rp2 + ρ,
1
εp

(Xp1 −Xp2)(Rp1 +Rp2 + ρ− dp1,p2)2, dp1,p2 ≤ Rp1 +Rp2 + ρ,

in which dp1,p2 =| Xp1 −Xp2 | defines the distance between the center of the
first particle (p1) and second particle (p2) with radii Rp1 and Rp2 . The force
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range is determined by ρ and the εp is a small positive “stiffness” parameter.
The following definition is applied for the particle-wall interaction,

Fwp1,p2 =

{
0, d

′

p1,p2 > 2Rp1 + ρ,
1
εw

(Xp1 −X
′

p2)(2Rp1 + ρ− dp1,p2)2, d
′

p1,p2 ≤ 2Rp1 + ρ,

where X
′

p2 is assumed to be a fictitious particle that is kept fixed where its
boundary is located on the wall and its center is in one radius distance from
the wall. Therefore, d

′

p1,p2 =| Xp1 − Xp2 | is the distance between centres
of the first particle and imaginary particle and the small positive “stiffness”
parameter is defined as εw = εp/2. One should bear in mind that, in the
method proposed by Aidun et al. (1998), the interior nodes of solid particles
are excluded from computational operation. Therefore, when the distance be-
tween particles is about one lattice, the bounce-back scheme in contact region
should be modified. For that purpose, we changed the bounce-back approach
to exclude f

′

ī
(xff , t) and modified the density and velocity of the adjacent solid

nodes to the boundary with outside fluid nodes (Ding & Aidun 2003).

2.3. Numerical methods for simulation of multiphase flows

Numerical simulation of flows including phase interface and free surfaces are
performed in many studies due to importance of applications in engineering,
environment and geophysics. Among conventional multiphase flow models (i.e.
using a Navier-Stokes solver) for simulation of flows with interfaces, volume of
fluid method (Scardovelli & Zaleski 1999), front tracking method (Tryggvason
et al. 2001) and level set method (Sethian & Smereka 2003) are popular and
regularly applied.

To simulate multiphase flows based on LBM, several methods can be found
in the literature. Among the first attempts, a model based on lattice Boltz-
mann was proposed by Gunstensen and colleagues (1991) for simulating im-
miscible binary fluids in two dimensions. They captured the interface using
color gradients. Later, Swift et al. (1996) presented a method based on a free
energy model for phase separation in nonideal one- and two-component fluids.
For binary fluids, they used a convection-diffusion equation and the collision
rules. Another method based on free energy model was proposed by Lee and
Lin (2005) which could handle large density ratios up to 1000. However, their
method is expensive in terms of computational complexity.

Another approach is a pseudo-potential model proposed by Shan and Chen
(1994; 1993). In this model, the phase interface is not defined or tracked by a
numerical boundary condition. Assuming parameters under the critical point,
the interface is a result of segregation due to a pseudo-potential based on local
density. This characteristic is seen as an advantage for pseudo-potential model
which makes this model suitable for simulation of multiphase flows in complex
geometries. Although, the pseudo-potential model is used extensively in many
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multiphase flows applications due to simplicity in implementation and low com-
putational demand, there are some limitations of the original Shan and Chen
method. Some of these limitations are spurious current around the interface
and a restriction to low density and kinematic viscosity ratios. Furthermore,
there is a dependency of surface tension and density ratio on the relaxation
time (Chen et al. 2014a). By considering these limitations we have done an
a-priori parametric study to find the suitable input variables which has min-
imum effect on quality of the result. In the following section, we will discuss
this method in detail.

2.3.1. The Shan & Chen model for multiphase flows

In the original psuedo-potential method proposed by Shan & Chen (1993; 1994),
long range interaction between fluid particles is considered to simulate multi-
phase flows. The force experienced by particles of component σ at xf from the
particles σ̄ at xff , is applied to determine the non-local interaction between
particles as,

F (xf ,xff ) = Gσσ̄(xf ,xff )ψσ(xf )ψσ̄(xff ). (2.22)

Here Gσσ̄ is a Green’s function and ψ is the effective number density that is
defined based on local density. The indices σ and σ̄ are equal when a single
component case is considered. In a nearest neighbor approach Gσσ̄ is deter-
mined as,

Gσσ̄(x,x′) =

{
0, |x− x′| > 0
Gσσ̄, |x− x′| = 0.

(2.23)

The negative/positive sign of Gσσ̄ provides an attractive/repulsive interaction
potential between two components σ and σ̄ while its magnitude tunes the
strength of interaction between particles. The idea is that, for assuming nega-
tive Gσσ̄, attraction force between particles is stronger in the region with higher
density (liquid phase) compared to lower densities (vapor). The stronger co-
hesive force leads to surface tension phenomena and provides the gas-liquid
interface under the critical point.

Based on equation (2.22), the force is defined toward the link vector be-
tween two lattices, xf and xff . Therefore, the local site-wise momentum con-
servation is not satisfied during the collision step. However, it is shown by Shan
and Chen (1993) that the momentum is conserved globally. The total interac-
tion force from N nearest neighbor on particles at xf for a single-component
multiple flow is represented as,

Fint = Gψ(xf )

N∑
i=0

wiψ(xff )ci. (2.24)

The weights wi are applied for the purpose of calculating the isotropic interac-
tion force. The interaction potential as a function of local density in its original
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form as defined by Shan and Chen (1993) is,

ψ(ρ) = ρ0

(
1− exp(− ρ

ρ0
)

)
, (2.25)

in which ρ0 is an arbitrary constant. The non-ideal equation of state (EOS)
based on leading term of the Taylor expansion of the force (2.24) is defined as

p = ρc2s +
G

2
c2sψ

2. (2.26)

Using the shifting velocity approach, the equilibrium velocity is determined as
(Guo et al. 2002),

ueq =
1

ρ

[∑
i

fiei + τF

]
, (2.27)

in which F denotes the external forces such as interaction force and gravity
force. The equilibrium velocity will be applied in equation (2.3) instead of u.
Considering the average momentum before and after collision, the macroscopic
density and velocity would be (Shan & Chen 1994),

ρ =
∑
i

fi, ρu =
∑
i

fiei +
1

2
F. (2.28)



CHAPTER 3

Introduction to studied flow cases

Finite-size particles suspended in a fluid medium can be found in a wide range
of applications extended from biological systems to industrial processes. Ergo,
study the behavior of dispersed particles is the main topic of many researches.
In following section, we consider two generic flow cases that can be found in
many industrial applications, i.e. particles in shear flows and settling of par-
ticles in single phase or in gas-liquid flow. These flow cases have been chosen
to get benefit from numerous previous studies that provide us possibilities of
validation and insight into the physics of the flow. Discussing the physical con-
cepts of particle behavior in these flow cases bear a direction for the discussions
in result section.

3.1. Particles in linear shear flows

The behavior of a particle in a shear flow has been extensively studied under
different circumstances, e.g. with and without inertia effect, neutrally buoy-
ant or under the effect of external force, effect of confinement of domain, and
particle aspect ratio (Lin et al. 1970; Hogg 1994; Einarsson et al. 2015; Rosén
et al. 2017). Referring to each of these assumptions, complicated particle ba-
havior can be observed. By increasing the number of particles, more complex
phenomena and different scenarios, depending on the Reynolds number and
particles position, can be observed and discussed.

In a shear flow case including particles, the shear-based Reynolds number
is defined as Re = Gr2/ν. Here, G = ∆Uw/Ny denotes the shear rate defined
based on distance between the walls (Ny) and velocity of the walls (Uw). In all
cases X, Y and Z are taken as stream direction, velocity gradient and vorticity
direction respectively, see figure 3.1. Moreover, r is the characteristic scale of
the particle (radius of the sphere or half of the principal axis of spheroid) and
ν is kinematic viscosity of the suspending fluid. In the next sections, we briefly
describe the cases, which are considered in this thesis.

3.1.1. Particle rotation

Assuming aspect ratio greater than unity, different orbital behaviour of a spher-
oid in simple shear flow between two parallel wall, are identified due to the ef-
fects of inertia (Yu et al. 2007; Zettner & Yoda 2001; Huang et al. 2012; Rosén

19
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Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of a rotating prolate ellipsoid at the middle
of the domain. the indices “s” and “b” denote space-fixed and body-fixed
framework. Here, φ is the angle between the particle axis and domain axis that
increases due to rotation of the ellipsoid about vorticity axis.

et al. 2014, 2015). In a study conducted by Ding and Aidun (2000), it is shown
that increasing Reynolds number increases the period of rotation of particle in
a simple shear flow and at high enough Reynolds number the particle ceases to
rotate. This leads us to define a critical Reynolds number which the particle
becomes stationary in a steady-state flow.

On the other hand, in a system with negligible inertia, the particle ro-
tates with a periodic orbit (Jeffery 1922). In this regime, an ellipsoid, located
symmetrically in the middle of distance between the walls, rotates about the
vorticity axis with a closed orbit which is called Jeffery orbits. In this sys-
tem the angle (see figure 3.1) and angular rate, based on Jeffery’s analytical
solutions for Re = 0, are defined as,

φ = tan−1

(
b

c
tan

bcGt

b2 + c2

)
, (3.1)

φ̇ =
G

b2 + c2
(
b2 cos2 φ+ c2 sin2 φ

)
, (3.2)

where b is principal and c is the minor semi-axis of an ellipsoid. Figure 3.2
shows a comparison between result of LBM simulation of a rotating prolate
ellipsoid in a simple shear flow and the Jeffery’s solutions at particle Reynolds
number 0.05.
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Figure 3.2: a) The increment of angles, and b) angular rotation of rotating
ellipsoid are validated against Jeffery’s analytical solutions for Re = 0.05 and
aspect ratio 2.

3.1.2. Inertial migration of particle

As we mentioned earlier, among the assumptions which define the behaviour of
a particle in shear flow, is its initial position. A neutrally buoyant particle, in a
non-zero Reynolds number flow, initially positioned in the vicinity of the wall
will always migrates to the center of domain (equilibrium position), regardless
of its initial position, as shown in a study by Feng et al. (1994b). However,
they discussed that non-neutrally buoyant particles perform more complicated
patterns.

This inertial migration of the particle in a poiseuille flow is related to the
Segré-Silberberg effect and is investigated in experimental study on particles
in (Segré & Silberberg 1962). The source of this motion returns to the force
imbalance on the surface of the particle due to gradients in the background
velocity.

Considering inertial effects, there is a low pressure region around the parti-
cles in those parts which the velocity is higher. This gives rise to a lift force that
often is known as the Saffman force referring to definition derived by Saffman
(1965) in limit of very low Reynolds number and for non-zero relative velocity.
As a result of this force, particle drifts away from the wall (Dandy & Dwyer
1990).

In a Couette flow in particular, the driving forces of migrating particle
counted as wall repulsion, inertial lift force (Saffman lift force) and lift related
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of trajectory of a single sphere migrating to the cen-
terline (y/Ny = 0.5). Here, r stands for radius of the sphere and Nz shows
the width of the domain in the vorticity direction. The result is also validated
against 2D simulation of the study by Feng et al. (1994b). The solid black line
shows the centerline of the domain.

to rotation (Magnus type of lift) (Feng et al. 1994b). Furthermore, the direction
of migration is determined by stagnation pressure on the particle surface.

To validate our code, a 3D LBM simulation of inertial migration of a par-
ticle is conducted based on the same input parameters as 2D Finite Element
method (FEM) simulations by Feng et al. (1994b). The particle Reynolds num-
ber is assumed to be 0.625 (based on particle scale) and the walls are moving at
velocities equal to Uw/2 = 1/120 in opposite directions. The result is compared
with 2D FEM simulation and is depicted in figure 3.3. The particle motion is
symmetric in the vorticity direction (Z). The detail of the simulation is ex-
plained in Paper 3. It can be identified that in three dimensional simulation
the particle migration is slightly slower than 2D case. To compare the three
dimensional effect, the simulation was repeated for a domain size in the vor-
ticity direction set to the particle diameter (Nz = 2r). By comparing the time
duration of migration, we observed that the result from the narrow domain is
closer to 2D simulation.

3.1.3. Pair particles interaction

In absence of inertia in a shear flow, the interaction of two spheres depends on
their initial positions, leading either to separation or orbiting around each other
(Darabaner & Mason 1967). However, the inertia will play role in changing the
trajectories at finite Reynolds number. In that case, the pair trajectories of
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two spheres can be categorized in three regimes related to different types of
streamlines which are recognized in flow (Kulkarni & Morris 2008). Recalling
that X, Y and Z are velocity, gradient and vorticity direction respectively,
these categories are,

1. The open trajectories; Particles initially start from upstream and move
in stream-wise direction. There is deflection in their trajectories related
to the time when particles are in closest distance from each other.

2. The reversing trajectories; To explain this case we assume the position
of the first particle is (x1, y1) and second one is (x2, y2). In order for
an interaction to lead to reversing trajectories, the initial position of
the particles should follow the condition that x1 < x2 and y1 > y2. In
this scenario, particles first approach each other along the X axis and
then reversing via changing places along the Y axis. The particles keep
moving to their initial positions where x1 < x2 and y1 < y2.

3. The spiralling trajectories; Related to the pair particle which are initially
at same or different Z coordinate. In this scenario, particles performing
an outward spiral motion which is along the spiralling trajectories of
fluid elements and depart and proceed in velocity direction. Depends
on the initial offset in the Z direction, the trajectories either lie in the
plane of shear (zero offset), or has projection on it (non-zero offset).

Moreover, if both particles are initially set to start from the centerline of
the domain (y/Ny = 0.5), they always move in opposite directions along the
stream direction and with a displacement in the gradient direction. However,
with larger initial separation in the X direction (velocity direction), particles
experience smaller displacement in the Y direction. Examples of some of these
scenarios is depicted in figure 3.4, borrowed from Paper 3. One should bear
in mind that the initial relative velocity of the particle varies depending on
different initial positions referenced to the local velocity of flow at that point.

3.2. Sedimentation of particles

Sedimentation of solid particles in different flow regimes has also been studied
extensively in previous studies. Different type of interaction and configuration
as a function of Reynolds number has been observed (Hocking 1964; Aidun &
Ding 2003; Hu 1996; Yin & Koch 2007; Chen et al. 1991). In zero-Reynolds
number regime settling of a particle in an unbounded domain is steady and as-
sociated with fore-aft symmetry of the flow field around the particle (Guazzelli
et al. 2011). However, violating any of these two assumptions, different sit-
uations occur. For instance, in presence of a bottom wall, the upward flow
coming back from the downstream of the domain hinders the fall of particles
and the motion of the particle will be time dependent. On the other hand, in
an inertial regime the symmetry of streamline pattern will be altered due to
the wake behind the particle.
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Figure 3.4: Trajectories of two mobile spheres with different initial positions in
a three dimensional box with dimensions 40r× 8r× 8r (r is particle radius) in
which the particle Reynolds number is 0.75 and bulk Reynolds number is 24.
Initial positions are a) dy = 0 and dx = ±0.25Ny,±0.5Ny,±0.75Ny b) dx =
±0.75Ny and dy = ±0.0075Ny,±0.03Ny,±0.075Ny, illustrating spiralling and
reversing trajectories.

The driving force applied on the sphere during the sedimentation is ob-
tained by balancing drag force, gravity and buoyancy,

Fd =
4

3
πr3(ρf − ρs)g. (3.3)
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Figure 3.5: The sedimentation velocity of settling single sphere at Re = 1.5
and Re = 31.9, validation against the experimental data E1 and E4 from (ten
Cate et al. 2002).

Due to the zero net force, a settling particle attains its maximum velocity
which is known as terminal velocity. Therefore, based on terminal velocity ut
and particle length scale, the terminal Reynolds number is defined as Ret =
2utr/ν.

Figure 3.5 shows time history of velocity of settling particle in a rectangular
domain. In order to validate our code, the result is compared to experimental
data from (ten Cate et al. 2002) for Reynolds numbers 1.5 and 31.9 based on
maximum velocity of the particle.

Taking a closed container, the motion of settling particles is divided into
three stages: acceleration, steady fall and deceleration. During the steady fall,
there is a balance between forces (gravity, buoyancy and drag forces) occur. As
it shown by figure 3.5, the steady fall at Reynolds number 1.5 occurs within the
time interval 0.5[s] < t < 3[s], however this happens for a short period around
t = 1[s] at Reynolds number 31.9. As the particle approach to bottom of the
container, starts to decelerate since the squeezed fluid between particle and the
bottom wall induces a force in opposite direction of gravitational force.

In a particulate flow, particle-particle interaction is the source of change
in particle behavior and flow rheology. Interaction between settling particles
demonstrates complex dynamics that is far from well understood. To tackle
this problem, many efforts have been devoted to study physical phenomena and
different properties of particulate flow by simulating sedimentation of different
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number of finite-size solid particles. The configuration and motion of particles
when the inertial effects are negligible is studied by different authors. The
behavior of clusters of spheres falling in a viscous fluid is investigated both
experimentally (Jayaweera et al. 1964) and theoretically (Hocking 1964). In the
study by Jayaweera et al. distinct scenarios have been observed under different
circumstances e.g. initial configuration, Reynolds number, varying number and
size of particles. It is reported that in all cases, a cluster of spheres is falling
faster than an individual particle. They found that for Reynolds number higher
than 0.05, two particles falling side by side rotate inward and then separate.
Another interesting observation was that for high enough Reynolds number,
two equal spheres fall vertically, the rear one accelerated into the wake of
the leader one. Later on, this observation was investigated further and called
Drafting-Kissing-Tumbling (DKT) (Fortes et al. 1987). Due to a reduction of
drag referring to lower pressure in the wake region, the trailing particle starts
to accelerate until it reaches the leading particle where the kissing happens and
they form a long body. However, this is an unstable situation and the coupled
particles start to tumble and follow the broadside-on behavior of long bodies in
a Newtonian fluid. Two particles, which have their lines of the center in cross-
stream direction, are in a new unstable position which leads to separation of
the particles. The figure 3.6 illustrate a sequence of snapshots showing DKT
that captured during settling of a large number of particles in a long vertical
domain.

3.3. Particle in multiphase flows

As we discussed earlier, coexistence of solid particles with gas and liquid phase
can be found in different industrial processes. Among these processes, we con-
sider those in which the particles and bubbles can be accounted as dispersed
phases e.g. in three-phase fluidized bed and in a gas-lift pump. In these ex-
amples, dispersed phases are freely moving and interacting with continua, each
other or walls. In order to understand such a system, the complex interaction
between three phases, as gas-liquid-particle, is subject of many numerical and
experimental studies.

Baltussen et al. (2017) studied the effective drag acting on particles and
bubbles in three phase flows, applying direct numerical simulation. The behav-
ior of a single bubble rising in a gas-liquid-solid fluidization system has been
studied by Zhang and colleagues (2000) in two dimensional simulation, using
the volume-averaged, the dipersed particle and the volume of fluid method. In
this study, they examined the effect of solids hold up on the rise velocity, shape
and trajectory of the bubble. Based on their observation, in particle-bubble
interaction, few particles crossed the interface of the bubble and the rest passed
around it.

A gas-lift pump is another industrial process in which interaction between
solid particles and gas bubbles are likely to happen. In an experimental and
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numerical study on the characteristics of three-phase slug flow by Sakaguchi
et al. (1993), the pressure drop in a vertical pipe has been investigated. Dif-
ferent factors were suggested to result in a change in pressure e.g. fraction of
particles and bubbles. It is mentioned by the authors that solid particles or
liquid droplets can be found in large bubbles. In this process, large bubbles
resulted from coalescence of small bubbles that they are not favorable due to
the fact that they occupy most of the riser cross section. Employing gas-lift
pump in extraction of methane hydrate (MH), besides the drag force due to
injected air at middle of up-riser, ”self-gas-lift” effect of MH is mentioned to
have positive effect on efficiency (Hironaka et al. 2011).

Principally, in simulation of three phase flows, there are a few points that
should be taken care of: tracking phase interfaces, applying no-slip boundary
condition for solid particles and considering surface tension as an important
factor for highly curved boundaries (Deen et al. 2009).

For the simulation in which dispersed phases motion is due to gravity, the
driving force can be defined as,

Fext = (ρ− ρl)g, (3.4)

where g denotes gravitational constant and ρ and ρl are the local density and
density of the liquid, respectively. Non-dimensional numbers to simulate rising
a bubble are Reynolds(Reb), Bond (Bo) and Morton (Mo) numbers,

Reb =
utdb
ν

Bo =
(ρl − ρb)gd2

b

σ
Mo =

gρ2
l (ρl − ρb)ν4

σ3
, (3.5)

in which db and ut denote diameter and terminal velocity of rising bubble.
Surface tension is indicated by σ and ν is kinematic viscosity of fluid. The first
definition at (3.5) is the Reynolds number based on bubble length scale. The
second one is the Bond number which determines relation between gravitational
force and surface tension forces to characterize the shape of the moving bubbles.
At small Bond number surface tension forces are dominant that leads to a
spherical shape of the bubble. More deformation in bubble shape is concluded
by larger Bond number due to dominance of gravitational forces. Definition
of these two numbers can be applied for particle as well, by replacing particle
length, density and velocity. Finally, the last definition refers to the Morton
number, which is also applied to characterize the shape of the bubble. In order
to simulate gas-liquid-solid case, by considering no-slip boundary condition (as
we discussed in previous sections) solid particles can be coupled into a gas-
liquid flow. The solid particles and surrounding phase interact by exchanging
momentum. In our simulations, the particle is added into a system in which a
bubble reached to its equilibrium state. The equilibrium state is obtained by
balancing between the forces acting on a bubble, surface tension and pressure.
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This can be examined by the Young-Laplace equation for spherical bubble,

∆p =
2σ

rb
, (3.6)

where, rb is bubble radius (as principal radius of curvature), ∆p is pressure
difference between inside and outside the bubble and σ is applied to show the
surface tension. The verification of Yang-Laplace law is shown in figure 3.7
which the data has been collected after the bubble reached to steady state.
Varying the initial bubble radius which gives different pressure difference, the
linear fit between ∆p and 2/rb gives an estimation for surface tension.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.6: Illustration of DKT during the settling of 25 particles initialized
randomly; The snapshots are gathered from the interval t∗ = [37.5 49.4]. The
red particles perform a DKT interaction.
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Figure 3.7: Verification result against Yang-Laplace law. The slope of the linear
fit is about 0.0244.



CHAPTER 4

Summary of results

In previous chapter, we introduced and discussed the flow cases have been
considered in this thesis. In this chapter, we discuss the effect of applying radial
outflow on the surface of particles on both the behavior of particles (motion
and configuration) and the surrounding flow. The results in this section are
cherry-picked from the papers which are provided for the readers in the second
part of the thesis. In paper 1, we have contemplated the effect outflow from the
surface of the particles on settling or rotating an isolated particle. The effect
of radial flux from the surface of the particles on particle-particle interaction is
discussed in paper 2 and 3 in the settling and linear shear flow cases. In paper
4 however, we discussed the result of numerical simulation of spherical particle
coupled into gas-liquid flow.

4.1. Particles with outflow from the surface

Particle fuels evaporation or gasification are likely to be part of energy con-
version processes. Evaporation or gasification has effect on characteristics of
the system in different ways. For example, evaporation or gasification of fuel
particle changes the property of surrounding ambiance thermodynamically. In
a study by Renksizbulut and Yuen (1983), they discussed that, altering gaseous
medium around the droplet due to evaporation changes the rate of heat transfer.
Moreover, fluid- and particle-particle interaction are influenced by evaporation
or gasification. This can be counted as the effect of outflow from the surface
of the droplet or solid fuel on forces, e.g. drag and lift.

Effect of outflow as a mimic of evaporation or gasification, is studied in
several previous studies. In a numerical study on convection heat transfer from
a sphere, Chattopadhyay and Dash (1995) discussed the effect of radial mass
efflux from the surface of a sphere on the energy transfer around it. It was found
that, there is decrease in Nusselt number (ratio of convective to conductive heat
transfer normal to the boundary) resulted from thicker thermal boundary layer
when there is a radial mass efflux. The effect of radial outflow on forces exerted
on particle, is also explored in literature. Additional to the drag reduction
effect (Chuchottaworn et al. 1984), Kurose et al. (2003) considered the effect
of outflow from the surface of particle on shear lift. They found that the lift
coefficient, decreases in contrast to the pressure which shows an increase.
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Table 1: Effect of outflow on different flow cases.

flow past a sphere sedimentation shear flow

Reynolds number 10− 50 1.5, 32 0.05, 0.675, 0.75

number of particles 1, 2 1, 2, 25 1, 2

outflow vel. def. uo = aU uo = aut uo = aGd

observation drag reduction increasing ut, increasing period
hindering effect of rotation,
in par.-par. faster migration,
interaction change in

trajectory space

In this thesis, we performed numerical simulations to understand the effect
of blowing (outflow on surface of the particle) on the motion of the particles
and interactions between them. We conducted the simulations in two main
categories, sedimentation of particles and particles in simple shear flow, for
various number of particles. In all of the cases it is assumed that the gasification
rate is related to a steady-state situation in which the particle size remains
constant. Furthermore, we assumed an isothermal flow around the particle
in which the rate of gasification is constant during simulation. Therefore, a
radial outflow boundary condition is applied uniformly on the surface of the
particle. A summary of the cases which are considered in this study together
with observations is presented in table 1. To have control on outflow velocity,
a definition is proposed based on involved parameters of each cases which can
be found in the table. Following in this section, we briefly discuss these cases.

4.1.1. Effect on isolated particle motion

Considering the mentioned facts, we conducted a series of simulations on set-
tling of a single sphere, with outflow from the surface, in a rectangular domain
in Paper 1 (Moradi Nour et al. 2017). Due to the drag reduction effect, the
maximum velocity of the particle during the settling is increased. Compared
to the case without outflow, this effect was found more evident for the case
with higher Reynolds number. Increasing the outflow velocity, increased the
settling velocity. Furthermore, the effect of the wall on the increasing trend of
maximum velocity of the particle found to become important for higher value of
outflow velocity. It was observed that, for the case with higher Reynolds num-
ber, the amount of increase in the terminal velocity is less for higher outflow
velocities.
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Figure 4.1: The streamlines show the change in flow pattern around the rotating
ellipsoid due to the outflow from the surface of the ellipsoid, at Re = 0.05. The
case without illustrated by the left figure and with outflow velocity via right
one.

Assuming simple shear flow, rotation of particle with negligible inertia
and lateral migration of particles due to inertial effects, were investigated with
outflow velocity on surface. In both cases the effect of gravitational forces was
excluded. In the first case (studied in Paper 1), it is observed that increasing
outflow velocity is associated with increasing the period of particle rotation. For
detail of discussion we refer the reader to (Moradi Nour et al. 2017). The effect
of outflow from the surface of an ellipsoid on streamlines illustrated in figure
4.1. It is apparent that outflow eliminated the closed streams and displaced
the reversing streamlines, while the open streamlines are pushed to the walls.

Comparing the results of a migrating particle in shear with and without
blowing radial flow, indicated a faster migrating of sphere to the centerline of
the domain for the second case (Paper 3). This would be a direct conclusion
of increasing repulsion from the wall due to outflow from the surface of the
particle. As it was mentioned by Kurose et al. (2003), there is a reduction in
lift force due to radial flux. For the same input parameter as particle migra-
tion, we also observe a 39% reduction on lift coefficient by fixing the particle
at position (0.5Nx, 0.75Ny, 0.5Nz), (X, Y and Z are velocity, gradient, and
vorticity direction respectively).
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Flow field around two fixed spheres arranged in longitudinal direc-
tion for a) zero and b) non-zero radial velocity b). The flow direction is from
bottom to top.

4.1.2. Effect on particle interaction

To initiate the discussion about effect of radial outflow from the surface of
sphere on particle interaction, we consider a 3D case of flow past by two fixed
particles arranged in the longitudinal direction. The distance between particles
is set to be one particle radius. The Reynolds number based on particle length
scale and inlet velocity is set to be 32. At this Reynolds number, a symmetric
steady recirculation region appears at the rear of a single sphere. Figure 4.2
illustrates the flow field around the spheres by velocity streamlines. The figures
are captured from a slice in theXY plane in which Y is stream direction. In this
arrangement, the trailing particle (the rear one) is located in the wake region of
the leading particle. The recirculation regions are altered by implying outflow
on the surface of the spheres. There is a region in which the outflow from the
rear part of the leading particle reaches to the outflow ejected from trailing
particle. As we mentioned previously, the outflow from the surface of a particle
reduces the drag coefficient. This fact is examined for two adjacent particles
and the result is shown by figure 4.3. The figure shows a decreasing trend in
drag coefficient against the non-dimensional coefficient applied to determine
the blowing rate, for leading, trailing and single particle. The value of drag
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Figure 4.3: Change in drag coefficient of two adjacent particles as a function
of outflow velocity compared to a single particle. The dimensionless parameter
a is the ratio between inlet velocity and outflow radial velocity. The Cd0 is the
drag coefficient for zero radial flux of each case.

coefficients of each case is scaled by the drag coefficient for zero radial outflow
velocity of the same case. This is done to compare the trend of reduction in
drag coefficient for different cases. It can be seen that the rate of decrease
in drag for the trailing particle is higher than the leading particle and single
particle. However, the leading particle and single particle show almost the same
level of drag reduction when outflow is applied.

As it can be observed in figure 4.2, the gap between two sphere is occupied
by ejected outflow from the trailing and leading particles. This observation
leads us to understand the effect of outflow from the surface of the particles on
mechanism of particles interaction in DKT (drafting-kissing-tumbling). The
particle distance of two isolated particles performing DKT is shown by figure
4.4. Due to blowing from the surface of the particles, the kissing step is not
performed and instead of tumbling, the trailing particle sliding on a layer of the
injected mass around the leading particle. This behavior, results in an effect
on velocity and rate of rotation. The detail of this discussion can be found in
Paper 2.

The conclusion of this observation is that, radial outflow on the surface of
the particle hinders the particle-particle interaction. For the case with more
number of particles, this effect is observed on different properties of the particle-
particle interaction (e.g. see figures 4.5 and 4.6). Lower probability of incidence
of particles interaction, resulted in a decrease on mean velocity of the particles
during the settling. Moreover, by figure 4.5, an expansion in distribution of
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Figure 4.4: Distance between two isolated particles during settling in rectan-
gular box at particle Reynolds number 32.

particles can be identified which results in a decrease in clustering probability.
A detailed discussion about these observations can be found in Paper 2 in
which the result of settling of 25 particles with random initial positions in a
long rectangular domain is studied.

The hindering effect of outflow velocity was observed in the pair interac-
tions of the particles in a simple shear flow case. As we discussed previously,
two pair of particles in simple shear flow, perform different behavior referring
to their initial positions. One of the scenarios was referred to the case in which
the particles are initially located with an offset in gradient direction (Y ). In
that case, when the particles are initiated at enough distance in that direction,
they start to move in the stream direction until they come together and in close
contact pass by each other. Including outflow velocity from the surface of the
particles, the trajectory topology will be altered. The change in trajectories
was found to be related to the value of outflow velocity. This behavior is dis-
cussed extensively in Paper 3. In figure 4.7 examples of different trajectories is
performed. At the highest rate of radial outflow velocity, the spiralling trajec-
tory is changed into a reversing trajectory, which belongs to another category.
However, for smaller outflow velocity, the separation point is displaced.
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Figure 4.5: Probability of distribution of 25 settling particle in a rectangular
long domain at Re = 32 (particle Reynolds number).

4.2. Simulation of gas-liquid-particle

In Paper 4, we consider the interaction between a spherical particle and a bub-
ble under the effect of external forces in which a particle is trapped inside the
bubble. We approached this problem by coupling a spherical solid particle
into a buoyant bubble in a liquid medium. The solid particle evolves in an
Lagrangian manner and a transform into an Eulerian mesh is carried out in
each time step. There is a permanent thin film around the particle (the adja-
cent fluid lattice to the solid boundary) which assumed that is introduced by
gasification. The thin layer of the gas is provided a non-wetting surface for the
particle. The evolution of the bubble has been modeled by applying a LBM
method for multiphase flows using the Shan & Chen model. The particle and
bubble start to move under a net force resulting from a balance between grav-
ity and the buoyancy force. Exchange of momentum between the gas and the
solid phase, alters the expected motion that an individual bubble or particle
performs. Several scenarios observed by varying input parameters e.g. density
ratio (particle-fluid and bubble-fluid) and Bond number (to examine the effect
of surface tension). Mainly, these scenarios show either rising particle and bub-
ble together or rising bubble and settling particle. Examples of these scenarios
are illustrated by figure 4.8 and 4.9.
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dy = ±0.075Ny for Rep = 0.75. The coefficient a shows the rate of outflow
velocity.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 4.8: A sequence of snapshots from particle-bubble interaction. The
Bond number is 10, the solid-fluid density ratio is 1.2, the gas-fluid density
ratio is around 7 and the ratio of bubble initial diameter to particle diameter
is 2.45.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 4.9: A sequence of snapshots from particle-bubble interaction performs
a pinch-off scenario. The Bond number is 10, the solid-fluid density ratio is 10.
The rest of the parameters are the same as in figure 4.8.
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CHAPTER 5

Summary & Outlook

To investigate the behavior of the gasifying/evaporating solid/droplet fuels, we
have simulated particles with outflow from the surface in different flow cases.
The simulations were divided into three categories: particle sedimentation,
particles in simple shear flow and in multiphase flows. For that reason, a
lattice Boltzmann method, for single phase or multiphase flows, together with
momentum exchange approach has been applied.

The effect of outflow from the surface of the particle, led to dramatic
changes in dynamics and motion of an isolated spherical or non-spherical par-
ticle. The drag reduction effect that was mentioned in previous literature has
been found to be the mechanism which increased the maximum velocity of a
settling sphere under gravity. The effect of outflow radial flux from the surface
of a non-spherical particle has been investigated via simulation of a rotating
buoyant prolate ellipsoid at the middle of a cubic box. The result showed an
increase in the period of rotation which has a linear relation with increase of
the outflow velocity. Furthermore, a faster inertial migration of a spherical
particle to the centerline of the domain, starting from vicinity of the wall, has
been observed. By further investigations, it has been concluded that the faster
migration could be due to the change in distribution of pressure on the surface
of particle resulted by radial outflow.

In terms of particle interactions, we observed a hindering effect in presence
of ejecting velocity from the surface of the particle. In particular, this effect
was identified by altering the drafting-kissing-tumbling mechanism in particle
pair interaction. In a wider view, less interaction between particles led to a
change in distribution, configuration and average velocity of a lager number of
particles. Interaction of two particles in shear flows with radial outflow from
the surface ended into changes in trajectory topology. The source of the change
was investigated by studying the flow streamlines around the particle.

Lastly, we studied the behavior of a spherical particle that was coupled
into a two phase, bubble-liquid flow. The particle was initially located inside
the bubble and both the bubble and particle started to move under the effect of
external forces. The particle and bubble performed different scenarios in terms
of interaction based on input parameters.
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In this thesis, we mainly tried to provide an overview of possible scenar-
ios that a gasifying/evaporating fuel particle might preform in industrial pro-
cesses. Moreover, we aimed to scrutinize interactions between three phases
gas-liquid-solid in meso-scale to provide a broader understanding from physi-
cal phenomena in industrial processes. However, we believe that this work can
be improved and continued in many aspects.

Possible future directions and improvement of this study might be listed
as follows,

• Coupling the ejecting mass flux from the surface of the particle with the
rate of change of particle density and diameter. This might provide an
effect on dynamic of particles in longer simulations.

• Coupling mass and heat transfer by solving heat equation for temper-
ature of the particle provides a possibility to study the heat and mass
transfer together.

• Applying numerical methods provides possibilities for higher density
ratios of gas-liquid phases yielding results that cover wider natural phe-
nomena.

• Considering models to implement imiscible flows for gas-liquid provides
a wider range and more complicated scenarios based on various input
parameters. This is due to the fact that phase change around the gas-
liquid interface or compressibility of the fluids can be excluded.

• Adding background velocity leads to situations more similar to fluidized-
bed or air-lift pumps in which dispersed phase is dragged by inlet flow
from downstream of the domain.

• Increasing the volume fraction of dispersed phases, considering diversity
in particles size and including asymmetry to particles shape leads to
more complicated physical phenomena.
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